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Abstract
In this paper, we present and analyze a new aggregate model of urban traffic. The main
challenge in the formulation of an aggregate model is to analytically grasp the correlation
between the different components of the network while maintaining a tractable model. This
correlation explains congestion effects and quantifies their overall network impact. Our analytic queueing network model captures this correlation and can therefore explicitly model
complex phenomena such as spillbacks. This is useful to identify the sources of congestion
(e.g. bottlenecks) and quantify their effects (Osorio and Bierlaire, forthcoming).
This analytic model fits well within an optimization framework. We illustrate this in the
context of the optimization of traffic signal timing in the network of the city of Lausanne.
The aggregate model is calibrated using the outputs of a disaggregate model, that is a microscopic traffic simulation model. The analytic formulation of this optimization problem
is presented. The optimal solution is then evaluated with the microscopic traffic simulation
model. Its performance is compared with that of several other methods. We show how
these methods differ in their ability to cope with increasing congestion; and emphasize the
importance of taking into account the correlation between consecutive roads.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Road traffic congestion is a costly phenomenon that is common to the vast majority of urban
road networks. A recent European Commission report emphasizes that to alleviate congestion
“in certain cases new infrastructure might be needed, but the first step should be to explore
how to make better use of existing infrastructure" (CEC, 2007). Thus the importance of understanding the origins of congestion, of quantifying its effects and of controlling the traffic to
optimize the use of existing infrastructure. Within this context the contributions of this paper
are two-fold.
The first contribution concerns both the evaluation of congestion and the detection of its
sources. We present an analytic network model which makes an attractive trade-off between
a detailed description of congestion and analytical tractability. The model is derived from the
queueing network model presented in Osorio and Bierlaire (forthcoming), which identifies both
bottlenecks and spillbacks; and also quantifies their impact upon the overall network performance. The existing applications of queueing network theory to the study of traffic have focused on the study of uninterrupted traffic flow. To the best of our knowledge, the few studies
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using queueing theory with interrupted traffic flow are formulated for a single intersection. They
therefore do no take into account the interaction between upstream and downstream roads. The
model that we present captures the correlation structure between consecutive roads, and allows
to evaluate the overall performance of a set of intersections.
The second contribution of this paper concerns the improvement of the use of existing infrastructure. We formulate a traffic signal setting problem where the network model is included
as a set of constraints. Most existing signal control strategies do not account for saturated or
highly congested networks where spillbacks are likely to occur (Papageorgiou et al., 2003). We
therefore believe that the considered queueing model is an appropriate tool to improve urban
signal settings, namely during peak hours.
This paper is structured as follows. We present in Section 2 a literature review and the signal
control optimization framework that we will focus on. In Section 3 we describe the network
model and formulate the optimization problem. We then discuss the role of a microsimulation
tool used in this framework (Section 4). The methodology is applied to a subnetwork of the
Lausanne city center. The signal plan derived is then compared with plans proposed by several
other methods. In Section 5 it is compared with the plan derived based on a network model
with independent queues, where the correlation of consecutive roads is not taken into account.
In Section 6 it is compared with a pre-existing signal plan for the city of Lausanne, and to
the plans derived by the methods proposed in Webster (1958) and in the Highway Capacity
Manual.

2

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

Traffic signal setting strategies can be either fixed-time or traffic-responsive strategies. Fixedtime (also called pre-timed) strategies use historical traffic data, and yield one traffic signal
setting for the considered time of day. The optimization problem is solved offline. On the other
hand traffic-responsive (also called real-time) methods use real-time data to define timings for
immediate implementation that are used over a short time horizon. Furthermore, signal timings
can be derived by considering either a single or a set of intersections. These methods are called
isolated methods and coordinated methods, respectively (Papageorgiou et al., 2003). Methods
that handle individual intersections are based on models that capture the local dynamics of the
network. They describe in detail the dynamics at an intersection, but at the expense of capturing
less well the interactions between intersections.
A phase is defined as a set of streams that are mutually compatible and that receive identical
control. The cycle of a signal plan is divided into a sequence of periods called stages. Each stage
consists of a set of mutually compatible phases that all have green. Methods where the stage
structure (i.e. the sequence of stages) is given are known as stage-based approaches, whereas
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methods where the stage structure is endogenous are referred to as phase-based or group-based
approaches.
Delay minimization and capacity maximization are the most common objective functions
used by pre-existing methods. Delay may be directly measured, leading to a data-driven approach, or estimated (model-based approach). The first approximate expression for the delay at
an intersection was given by Webster (1958), this expression is still widely used. Other expressions include those of Newell (1965),Miller (1963), and McNeil (1968). Viti (2006) provides a
review of delay models, Dion et al. (2004) compares the performance of different delay models,
and Chow and Lo (2007) derives approximate delay derivatives that can be integrated within
a simulation-based signal setting optimization context in order to reduce the computation time
required to obtain numerical derivatives. On the other hand, the maximization of capacity has
lead to the notion of reserve capacity of an intersection. This is defined by Wong and Yang
(1997) as the greatest common multiplier of existing flows that can be accommodated subject
to saturation and signal timing constraints. This notion has been extended to consider several
intersections (Wong and Yang, 1997; Ziyou and Yifan, 2002).
The works of Allsop (1992) and of Shepherd (1994) review signal control methods. Allsop
(1992) describes in detail the corresponding terminology as well as the different formulations
for isolated methods. More recently the reviews of Papageorgiou et al. (2003) and Cascetta
et al. (2006) cover different but complementary aspects of this research field. Papageorgiou
et al. (2003) provide an excellent review of urban traffic control methods, while highlighting
the applications of these methods (either via simulation or field implementations). They also
consider freeways and route guidance methodologies. Cascetta et al. (2006) review the more
general problem of traffic control and demand assignment methods.
Fixed-time isolated strategies
These strategies can be stage-based such as SIGSET (Allsop, 1971) and SIGCAP (Allsop,
1976). SIGSET minimizes delay using Webster’s nonlinear formulation (Webster, 1958), whereas
SIGCAP maximizes reserve capacity. Both methods consider a set of linear constraints. Improta and Cantarella (1984) consider a phase-based method formulated as a mixed-integer linear
program. They give formulations for both delay minimization and reserve capacity maximization problems.
Fixed-time coordinated strategies
Optimizing a set of signals along an arterial is the focus of the arterial progression schemes
MAXBAND (Little et al., 1981) and MULTIBAND (Gartner et al., 1991). These methods aim
at maximizing the bandwidth of through traffic along an arterial. MULTIBAND is an extension
of MAXBAND allowing, among others, for different bandwidths for each link of the arterial.
These problems are formulated as mixed-integer linear programs. They have been extended to
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consider a set of intersecting arterials (Gartner and Stamatiadis, 2002). Heuristics have also
been specifically developed to solve this problem (Pillai et al., 1998). Nevertheless under congested scenarios where there is a strong interaction between the different queues, the calculated
bands fail to grasp this complexity. Furthermore in dense urban networks with complex traffic
movements bandwidth has little meaning (Robertson and Bretherton, 1991).
Several phase-based (or group-based) strategies have been proposed (Wong et al., 2002;
Wong, 1997; Wong, 1996). The phase-based approach, although more general, is limited due
to the exponential number of integer variables needed to describe the precedence constraints of
incompatible phases.
Chaudhary et al. (2002) compares the performance of 3 fixed-time coordinated stage-based
methods: TRANSYT, PASSER and SYNCHRO. TRANSYT is the most widely used signal
timing optimization package. It is a macroscopic model that aims at minimizing both delay and
stops. A descriptive figure of its underlying methodology is given by Papageorgiou et al. (2003).
SYNCHRO and TRANSYT have similar traffic models. SYNCHRO seeks to minimize stops
and queues, by using an exhaustive search technique to determine the optimal signal timings.
PASSER determines the green splits, stage structure, cycle length, and offsets that maximize
arterial progression (i.e. bandwidth-based method) for signalized arterials. PASSER performs
an exhaustive search over the range of cycle lengths provided by the user, and sets the green
splits using Webster’s method (Webster, 1958). These splits are then adjusted to improve progression. Boillot et al. (1992) highlight that in congested conditions, TRANSYT and PASSER
do not grasp the queue length appropriately. Traditionally TRANSYT’s traffic model considered vertical queueing (i.e. the spatial extension of the queue is ignored), thus not capturing
spillbacks, making this software suitable only for undersaturated scenarios. Although, more
recent versions now take into account the effects of queue formation using horizontal queueing
models (Abu-Lebdeh and Benekohal, 2003), Chow and Lo (2007) emphasize that the use of
TRANSYT is appropriate only for low to moderate degrees of saturation. There is therefore a
need for fixed-time signal control strategies that are appropriate and efficient for oversaturated
conditions.
Traffic-responsive methods
Traffic-responsive methods use real-time measurements to drive the underlying optimization
algorithm. The signal plans of these methods are derived either by making small adjustments
to a predefined plan, by choosing between a set of pre-specified plans or by deciding when to
switch to the next stages over a future time horizon (Boillot et al., 1992). The trend of real-time
methods is the latter, where the optimization parameters are no longer cycle time, splits or offsets, but rather the switching times. These methods are referred to as non-parametric methods
by Sen and Head (1997). Nevertheless these methods are limited by the exponential size of the
search space, due to the introduction of the integer variables that describe the switching times.
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The British software SCOOT (Bretherton, 1989) is considered to be the traffic-responsive
version of TRANSYT. A description of how TRANSYT evolved into SCOOT is given by
Robertson and Bretherton (1991). SCOOT seeks to minimize the total delay by carrying out
incremental changes to the off-line timings derived by TRANSYT. It therefore makes a large
number of small optimization decisions (typically over 10000 per hour in a network of 100
junctions (Robertson and Bretherton, 1991)). The Australian method SCATS (Lowrie, 1982)
modifies signal timings on a cycle-by-cycle basis by minimizing stops and delay while constraining the formation of queues. Both SCOOT and SCATS are widely used strategies suitable
for undersaturated conditions, but as Aboudolas et al. (2007) and Dinopoulou et al. (2006) both
describe, their performance deteriorates under congested conditions.
Dynamic programming methods are used in the French system PRODYN (Henry and Farges,
1989) as well as in the US systems OPAC and RHODES. RHODES (Mirchandani and Head,
2001) uses the COP algorithm (Sen and Head, 1997) to determine the switching times at a given
intersection. This method does not react to traffic conditions just observed but rather proactively
sets phase durations for predicted traffic conditions. A description of the OPAC model and algorithm, as well as its implementation are given by Gartner et al. (2001) and Gartner et al. (1991).
The Italian method UTOPIA is yet another method that has been evaluated and implemented
(Mauro and Di Taranto, 1989). As Dinopoulou et al. (2006) describe the exponential complexity of these methods does not allow for network-wide optimization. This is also emphasized
by Boillot et al. (1992): “the existing systems are not capable of controlling a zone of several
junctions in a complete and coordinated manner. The chosen compromise is to control only
one junction as OPAC or to use a decentralized optimization method as UTOPIA, PRODYN or
to make little changes of the fixed-time signal plan as SCOOT and SCATS.” Acknowledging
the importance and lack of efficient control strategies under saturated conditions has lead to the
development of the French system CRONOS (Boillot et al., 2006; Boillot et al., 1992), and of
the TUC method (Dinopoulou et al., 2006).
The method proposed in this paper belongs to the category of fixed-time coordinated methods. Traditionally, fixed-time strategies have been considered suitable only for undersaturated
traffic conditions (Abu-Lebdeh and Benekohal, 1997; Shepherd, 1994; Chow and Lo, 2007; Papageorgiou et al., 2003). Thus methods for saturated conditions have focused on real-time
strategies. Nevertheless, we believe that the development of optimal fixed-time methods is
of primary importance. First, they can be used as benchmark solutions to evaluate trafficresponsive strategies. Second, they represent robust control solutions. Finally, they may be
directly or indirectly used to derive real-time methods.
Although there is a vast range of signal control methodologies in the literature, there is still
a need for solutions that are appropriate and efficient under saturated conditions (Dinopoulou
et al., 2006). Under congested conditions the performance of signal control strategies and the
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formation and propagation of queues are strongly related. Models that ignore the spatial extension of queues fail to capture congestion effects such as spillbacks, and gridlocks. Adopting
a vertical queueing model is therefore only reasonable when the degree of saturation is moderate. Both Chow and Lo (2007) and Abu-Lebdeh and Benekohal (1997), illustrate the effects
of ignoring this spatial dimension. Therefore a signal control strategy suitable for congested
conditions must take into account the correlation between queues. Nevertheless, most existing strategies do not account for this correlation and are thus unsuitable for highly congested
networks (Papageorgiou et al., 2003; Abu-Lebdeh and Benekohal, 2003). Furthermore AbuLebdeh and Benekohal (2003) emphasize that accounting for the effects of queue propagation
remains a secondary consideration within a signal timing framework. We therefore believe
that the considered queueing model is an appropriate tool both to improve urban signal settings during peak hours and to emphasize the importance of accounting for the between-queue
correlation.

General framework
We consider an urban transportation network, composed of a set of both signalized and unsignalized intersections. We capture the traffic dynamics with a set of queuing models organized in a
network, or a queueing network model.
Each road in the network is divided into segments such that the number of lanes is constant
on each segment. Segment boundaries are therefore either intersections, or locations where the
number of lanes changes between intersections. They correspond to changes of capacity.
A queue is then associated with each lane of each segment in the network. The interactions
among the queues are explicitly captured by linking the parameters of the queues (such as the
capacity and the arrival flow) with the state of other queues.
We consider a fixed-time signal control problem where the offset, the cycle time and the
all-red durations are fixed. The stage structure is also given. In other words, the set of lanes
associated with each stage as well as the sequence of stages are both known.
The control problem consists in minimizing the total time T spent in the network, by adjusting the green ratios at each intersection (i.e. the proportion gp of cycle time that is allocated to
each phase p). The total delay is derived from a traffic model which combines both exogenous
(fixed) parameters α, such as the total demand, the route choice decisions and the topological
structure of the street network, with endogenous variables, such as the capacities and the probability of spillbacks. The latter are directly linked with the decision variables. Consequently, we
now formulate
• the model capturing the traffic dynamics that derives T from g, α and the endogenous
variables,
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• the constraints associated with the traffic signal settings.

3

T HE NETWORK MODEL

Queueing models have been used in transportation mainly to model highway traffic (Garber
and Hoel, 2002). Several simulation models have been developed (Yagar, 1975), but few studies have explored the potential of the queueing theory framework to develop analytical urban
traffic models. Furthermore, existing urban queueing models have mainly focused on unsignalized intersections. Heidemann and Wegmann (1997) give an excellent literature review for exact
analytical queueing models of unsignalized intersections. They model the minor stream as an
M/G2/1 queue. They emphasize the importance of the pioneer work of Tanner (1962). Heidemann also contributed to the study of signalized intersections (1994), and presented a unifying
approach to both signalized and unsignalized intersections (1996). These models combine a
queueing theory approach with a realistic description of traffic processes for a given lane at a
given intersection. They yield detailed performance measures such as queue length distributions or sojourn time distributions. Nevertheless, as exact analytical methods, they are difficult
to generalize to consider multiple lanes, not to mention multiple intersections.
To the best of our knowledge no method has been proposed to model the traffic process for
a set of urban intersections using an analytic queueing network framework. Nevertheless the
methods proposed by Jain and Smith (1997) and Van Woensel and Vandaele (2007) which are
both based on the Expansion Method (Kerbache and Smith, 2000) and formulated for highway
traffic could be extended to consider an urban setting. We present a queueing network model,
that considers both signalized and unsignalized urban intersections.
In a previous paper (Osorio and Bierlaire, forthcoming), we have proposed a new analytic
queueing network model that accurately describes the formation and the diffusion of congestion.
We provide below a general description of that model, and then detail its specification for urban
traffic networks.
In the original model, we assume both the total demand and the capacities to be given, and
derive a set of performance measures such as stationary distributions, congestion and blocking
indicators. Each queue is defined according to a set of exogenous structural parameters. The
key feature of this model is the description of the interactions between the different queues.
Congestion and spillbacks are modeled by what is referred to in queueing theory as blocking.
This occurs when a queue is full, and thus blocks arrivals from upstream queues at their current
location. This blocking process is described by endogenous variables such as blocking probabilities and unblocking rates. The overall process is described by a set of equations capturing
the queue dynamics. Given the exogenous parameters, the values of the endogenous variables
are evaluated by solving a system of nonlinear equations.
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In this paper, we extend this formulation by considering the capacities endogenous, as they
are determined by the decision variables (i.e. the green ratios). As described in Section 2, a
queue is associated with each lane of each segment in the network. We now describe how the
queues are connected to each other.

3.1 Queueing network topology
Each queue is connected to one or more downstream segments. Queues that belong to a segment
leading to an intersection, are connected to all segments where a turning of the corresponding
lane is possible. On the other hand, if a segment leads directly to another segment, then its
queues are all linked to that downstream segment. Note that connecting a queue to a segments
means that it is connected to all of the queues in that segment. This means that the left most
queue of an upstream segment is linked to the right most queue of the downstream segment.

3.2 Queue structure
All queues have one server, which represents the service due to the change of capacity at the
boundary of a segment. The size of a queue i is denoted by ki . It is composed of the server
and the buffer. Note that ki is known as the capacity of the queue in queueing theory. In this
paper the term capacity will be used according to its traffic theory definition (VSS, 1998), and
we therefore refer to ki as the queue size. Heidemann (1996), as well as Van Woensel and
Vandaele (2007), divide each road into segments of length 1/kjam , where kjam is the jam density,
and thus 1/kjam represents the minimal length that each vehicle needs. We also follow this type
of reasoning and define the queue size as:
ki = ⌊(ℓi + d2 )/(d1 + d2 )⌋,
where ℓi denotes the length of lane i, d1 is the average vehicle length (e.g. 4 meters), and d2
is the minimal inter-vehicle distance (e.g. 1 meter). This fraction is then rounded down to the
nearest integer. In this model all queues have a finite size. This is referred to in queueing theory
as finite capacity queues, and is necessary in order to account for congestion and spillback
effects.

3.3 Queue dynamics
The exogenous parameters used to describe the distribution of the demand throughout the network are the external arrival rates and the transition probabilities. The external arrival rate of
a queue i corresponds to vehicles reaching the queue coming from outside of the network, and
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not from another queue. This typically applies to the boundaries of the network, or parking lots
inside the network. The transition probability between queue i and queue j, is the proportion
of flow from queue i that goes to queue j, which is obtained from a route choice model.
The service rates of the queues are defined as the capacities of the underlying lanes. For
segments that lead to intersections the service rate of its queues is defined as the capacity of the
intersection for that approach or lane. We derive formulations for the capacities of the different
types of intersections based on the Swiss national transportation norms.
For unsignalized intersections (e.g. two-way stop controlled intersections, yield-controlled
intersections) the norm VSS (1999a) is used. In this norm the turning movements are ranked.
For each movement the conflicting flow is calculated based on a set of equations that depend on
the type of movement and its rank. Then their potential capacity and their movement capacity
is calculated. Finally the capacity of the lanes with multiple turnings are adjusted to take into
account the lack of side lanes.
The capacity of the lanes leading to, on, or exiting roundabouts are derived based on the
norm VSS (2006). They take into account the same parameters as for unsignalized intersections
but are based on a different set of equations. This norm accounts for roundabouts with either
one lane or one large lane. For networks that contain roundabouts with two lanes, the capacity
of these lanes is calculated based on the equations for roundabouts with one large lane.
For signalized intersections we use the norm VSS (1999b), which defines the capacity of a
lane as the product of the free flow capacity and the proportion of green time allocated to that
lane per cycle. This approach is also proposed in Chapter 9 of the Highway Capacity Manual
(TRB, 1994a).
When a segment does not lead to an intersection (e.g. segments where all of the vehicles
leave the network, or segments that lead directly to another segment) the service rate of its
queues is set to the free flow capacity of the corresponding lane.
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3.4 Problem formulation
In order to formulate the signal control problem we define the following notation:
yi
available cycle time of intersection i (cycle time minus the all-red times of
intersection i) [seconds];
bi
available cycle ratio of intersection i (ratio of yi and the cycle time of
intersection i);
gp
green ratio of phase p (green time of phase p divided by the cycle time of its
corresponding intersection);
gL
vector of minimal green ratios for each phase (minimal green time allowed
for each phase divided by the cycle time of its corresponding intersection);
s
saturation flow rate [veh/h];
µi
service rate (i.e. capacity) of queue i [veh/h];
x
endogenous queueing model variables other than µ;
α
exogenous queueing model parameters;
I
set of intersection indices;
L
set of indices of the signalized lanes;
PI (i) set of phase indices of intersection i;
PL (ℓ) set of phase indices of lane ℓ.
The problem is formulated as follows:
min T (g, µ, x, α)
g,µ,x

(1)

subject to:
X

gp = bi , ∀i ∈ I

(2)

gp s = 0, ∀ℓ ∈ L

(3)

h(µ, x, α) = 0
g ≥ gL
µ≥0
x ≥ 0.

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

p∈PI (i)

µℓ −

X

p∈PL (ℓ)

Our aim is to reduce the average time that vehicles spend in the network, which is represented
by T (Equation (1)). T is a nonlinear function of the queueing model parameters. The linear
constraints (2) link the green times with the available cycle time for each intersection. Equation
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(3) links the green times of the signalized lanes to their capacities. The bounds (5) correspond
to minimal green time values for each phase. These have been set to 4 seconds according to the
Swiss norm VSS (1992).
Equation (4) represents the network model. These equations link the endogenous parameters of a given queue (e.g. arrival rate, service rate) with the parameters of its upstream and
downstream queues. Each queue has 6 endogenous parameters. These equations also link the
endogenous parameters of a queue with its stationary distribution. This is based on what is
known as the global balance equations in queueing theory. For each queue the dimension of its
distribution is 2ki + 1, where ki P
(the queue size) has been defined in Section 3. Equation (4)
therefore consists of a system of i (2ki + 7) nonlinear equations. The system is composed of
Equations (2-4,6-9) in Osorio and Bierlaire (forthcoming).
The optimization problem is solved by using the Matlab routine for constrained nonlinear
problems, fmincon, which resorts to a sequential quadratic programming method (Coleman
and Li, 1996, 1994). A feasible initial point is obtained by fixing a control plan and solving
the network model (Equation (4)). We refer the reader to Osorio and Bierlaire (forthcoming)
for more details on the solution procedure of this system of equations as well as for its own
initialization settings.

4

M ICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC SIMULATION MODEL OF THE CITY
OF L AUSANNE

Within this methodology we use a calibrated microscopic traffic simulation model of the Lausanne city center. This model is implemented with the AIMSUN simulator (Dumont and
Bert, 2006). It contains 652 roads and 231 intersections, 49 of which are signalized. We use
this model for two purposes.
Firstly, we use it to extract the network data (e.g. road characteristics, demand distribution)
needed to estimate the exogenous parameters of the queueing model. The intersection characteristics include an existing fixed-time signal control plan of the city of Lausanne. For more
information concerning this control plan we refer the reader to Dumont and Bert (2006). Based
on this control plan we give initial values to the capacities of the signalized lanes, and we fix
the capacities of the other lanes.
The demand distribution is described in terms of roads, whereas we require lane specific
distributions. For each road we have three types of flow data: external outflow (flow that leaves
the network), road-to-road turning flow, external inflow (flow that arises from outside of the
network). In order to obtain lane specific distributions we disaggregate the flow data as follows.
External outflow. We assume that this flow is distributed with equal probability across all of
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Figure 1: Subnetwork of the Lausanne city center
the lanes of the road. If the road is modeled with several segments the outflow is associated
with the last (most downstream) segment. In other words departures only occur at the end of
the road.
Turning flow. We consider that this flow is distributed with equal probability across all of the
lanes involved in the turning.
External inflow. We assume that this flow is distributed with equal probability across all of the
lanes of the road. If the road is modeled with several segments the inflow is associated with the
first segment. In other words arrivals only occur at the beginning of the road.
Secondly, we use this simulation model to evaluate and compare the performance of different signal plans. Once a new plan is determined, it is integrated in the simulation model, its
performance is evaluated and then compared with that of other plans. The simulation setup consists of 100 replications of the evening peak hours (17h-19h), preceded by a 15 minute warm-up
time.
In the next 2 sections we compare the performance of several methodologies, by considering
a subnetwork of the Lausanne city center. For each methodology we derive the optimal signal
plan for the subnetwork, and then use the simulation model to evaluate its effect upon the entire
Lausanne network. The subnetwork (Figure 1) contains 48 roads and 15 intersections. Nine
intersections are signalized and control the flow of 30 roads. There are a total of 51 phases that
are considered variable. The intersections have a cycle time of either 90 or 100 seconds. The
queueing model of this network consists of 102 queues.
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5

B ETWEEN - QUEUE CORRELATION

The queueing model described in this paper describes congestion by taking into account the
correlation between upstream and downstream roads. In this section we consider this queueing model and assume independence between the different queues. The optimization problem is
solved for both queueing models (correlated queues versus independent queues), and the performance of the corresponding signal plans are compared. We will denote these as the correlated
and the independent plans, respectively.
Assuming independent queues leads to the following simplifications:
• the arrival rates are now exogenous;
• the effective service rates, are no longer linked to the potential spillbacks of downstream
roads, i.e. the total time spent on the roads is entirely determined by the road’s capacity.
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Figure 2: Difference in the average number of vehicles that have exited each OD pair versus
time
We consider the average number of vehicles that have exited each origin-destination (OD)
pair at a given time. The simulation time is segmented into 40 3-minute intervals. Figure 2
displays for each time interval a boxplot of the difference between the average number of vehicles for the independent and the correlated plans. Each point within a boxplot represents this
difference for a given OD pair. This figure illustrates how as congestion increases the number
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Figure 3: Empirical cumulative distribution function of the difference in the average number of
vehicles that have exited the OD pairs for time intervals 10, 20, 30 and 40
of OD pairs that have a higher flow under the correlated plan than under the independent one
also increases.
This figure also shows that there is no difference for the majority of the OD pairs. Note that
of the 2096 OD pairs, 51% have more than 2 trips assigned per hour, 14% have more than 10
trips, and 6.6% that have more than 20 trips. Thus for the majority of the OD pairs we would
not expect a difference larger than a couple of vehicles.
Figure 3 displays the empirical cumulative distribution function of these differences for the intervals 10, 20, 30 and 40. It also shows that as congestion increases there is a higher proportion
of OD pairs that perform better when the correlation is taken into account.
We consider the 48 roads of the controlled subnetwork. For each of them we have compared
the methods in terms of the flow, the density and the travel time. For the majority of the roads
there was no trend in the difference between the methods. Of these 48 roads only 3 presented
significant differences both in terms of the average performance measures, and their standard
deviations. Each plot of Figure 4 displays the density of one of these 3 roads versus time. For
all 3 cases as congestion increases there is a smaller density under the correlated plan. Figure 5
displays errorbars such that the distance from the average to the upper (respectively, the lower)
limit of the bar is equal to the standard deviation. The plots in the left column correspond to the
independent plan, those in the right column correspond to the correlated plan. Each row of plots
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Figure 4: Average density versus time for 3 roads of the subnetwork
considers one of the 3 previously mentioned roads. These plots illustrate how with increasing
congestion there is less variability in the density across replications under the correlated plan.
We have also performed an analysis of the impact on the average travel time per vehicle on
these roads. In this case the average travel times do not exhibit a significant difference (Figure 6), except for the end of the simulation period on road 1. The added value of the method
with correlated queues clearly appears in the analysis of the standard deviations, as illustrated
in Figure 7.

6

C OMPARISON WITH PRE - EXISTING METHODS

We compare the signal settings derived by the method proposed in this paper with a pre-existing
fixed-time signal settings for the city of Lausanne, the method derived by Webster (1958) and
with the method suggested in the Highway Capacity Manual.
Base plan The calibrated simulation model of the Lausanne city center is based on an existing
fixed-time signal control plan. For more information concerning this control plan we refer
the reader to Dumont and Bert (2006). This signal plan will be referred to as the base
plan.
Webster’s method Based on an estimate of the average delay per vehicle at a signalized intersection, this method determines cycle times and green-splits of pre-timed signals that
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Figure 5: Errorbars for the average density, plotted versus time for 3 roads of the subnetwork
minimize delay. These green splits are used in signal setting softwares such as SYNCHRO and PASSER V (Chaudhary et al., 2002); and the delay estimate is one of the
best known (Cascetta, 2001). The analysis is based on isolated intersections under the
assumption of the number of arrivals following a Poisson distribution, and undersaturated
conditions (traffic intensity ρ < 1).
In this approach each phase is represented by one approach only: the one with the highest
degree of saturation (ratio of flow to saturation flow). This maximum ratio for phase p
is denoted Yp . More specifically, assuming no yellow times and no lost times per phase,
Webster’s method leads to:
Yp
gp = P
bi ∀p ∈ PI (i).
(8)
j∈PI (i) Yj
This method requires as input the flows and saturation flows for each approach. These
have been derived as follows. For a signalized intersection the saturation flow is set to
a common value for all approaches, this value is based on the norms VSS (1999b). The
approach flows are set using the observed flows derived by the simulation model.
HCM This method is suggested in the 1994b version, as well as in the 2000 version (as reported
in Tian, 2002). By allocating the green times such that the flow to capacity ratios for
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Figure 6: Average travel time per vehicle for 3 roads of the subnetwork
the critical movements of each phase are equal, this method leads to the same green
split equations as Webster’s method (Equations (8)). This equivalence is detailed in the
Appendix.
We consider the network and simulation setup described in Section 4. We compare the
methods in terms of the average number of vehicles that have exited each OD pair across time.
The description of how these comparisons are carried out has been described in Section 5.
Figure 8 shows that for each method there are 4 or 5 OD pairs that outperform the other method.
Figure 9 shows that the proportion of OD pairs for which the base plan yields an improvement
is higher than for the 2 other methods. These figures also show that this proportion increases
with congestion.
The 3 plots of Figure 10 consider the flow, the density and the travel time of the roads of
the subnetwork, plotted across time. The crosses, squares and circles denote the base plan, the
HCM/Webster plan and the new plan, respectively. These plots illustrate how the new plan
leads to improved subnetwork density and travel times, whereas for the flow there is no trend.

7

C ONCLUSION

In this paper we have formulated a fixed-time traffic signal optimization problem, where the
underlying traffic model is based on a queueing network model. The queueing model provides
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a detailed description of how congestion arises and how it propagates, it is therefore particularly
appropriate for the study of highly congested urban networks. We have solved the problem
for a subnetwork of the city of Lausanne. The new signal plan has been evaluated with a
microsimulation tool. Its performance has been compared with that of several other methods,
showing its ability to cope with congested scenarios and highlighting the importance of taking
into account the correlation between consecutive roads.
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A PPENDIX
The following notation, taken from the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (TRB, 1994b), will
be used in this section:
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ν
s p



C
L
Xp
Xc

the maximum ratio of flow to saturation flow among the lane groups that
belong to phase p;
cycle length [sec];
lost time per cycle [sec];
desired flow to capacity ratio for the lane groups of phase p,
also known as the degree of saturation.
critical ratio of flow to capacity for the intersection of interest

According to the notations of this paper we have for a given intersection i and a phase p:
ν 
Yp =
,
s p
C−L
.
bi =
C
The method suggested in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (1994b version, as well as
in the 2000 version (as reported in Tian, 2002)) determines the green splits as:
ν  1
gp =
.
(9)
s p Xp
As suggested in the Appendix 2 of the TRB (1994b) the desired degrees of saturation of
the different phases, Xp , may be set so that they are all equal to the critical ratio Xc of the
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intersection i, where:
Xc =

X ν 
p

s

p

C
.
C−L

Using the notations of this paper we obtain:
Xc =

X

p∈PI (i)

Yp

1
.
bi

By following the HCM suggestion, and using the notation of this paper, Equation (9) becomes:
gp =

ν 
s

p

bi
1
= Yp P
.
Xc
p∈PI (i) Yp

(10)

Thus we have retrieved Equation (8). By allocating the green splits such that the flow to capacity ratios for the critical movements of each phase, Xp , are equal to the critical ratio of the
intersection Xc , the HCM method leads to the same green splits as Webster’s method.
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